For each sentence, write “T” if that information was stated in the text and write “I” if you worked it out from clues in the text. Then write the number of the page that helped you decide.

1. When people are part of a team, they have to work together.  
   __ Page: ___

2. Sometimes, you might have to play on a team with a person who is not your friend.  __ Page: ___

3. Playing on a team helps you to learn more about the game.  
   __ Page: ___

4. Even if you cannot play the game, you can still join a team.  
   __ Page: ___

5. The coach will pick the right players for the right positions on the team.  __ Page: ___

6. People who don’t do much exercise may not live as long as people who are fit and healthy.  __ Page: ___

Now write two more things you worked out from clues in the text.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Write the meaning for each word and its page number in the text. Then circle “text,” “dictionary,” or “glossary” to tell how you found out the meaning.

1. team
   _____________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   page: ___ text / dictionary / glossary

2. healthy
   _____________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   page: ___ text / dictionary / glossary

3. skills
   _____________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   page: ___ text / dictionary / glossary

4. level
   _____________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   page: ___ text / dictionary / glossary

5. important
   _____________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   page: ___ text / dictionary / glossary

6. reasons
   _____________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   page: ___ text / dictionary / glossary
For each word, write two words that have the same letters and the same sound as the part in bold.

1. good  ____________________   ________________________
   foot
   book

2. team  ____________________

3. sport  ____________________

4. think  ____________________

5. quickly  ____________________

6. game  ____________________

7. right  ____________________

8. skills  ____________________

9. along  ____________________

10. feet  ____________________
Rearrange the words to complete each sentence. Then number the boxes to show their order in the text.

1. on as goes improve time and

2. team a skills on has different

3. join to team a

4. team for a sports joining

This way, everyone gets to show their skills, _______________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Some players may be better than other players, but everyone _____________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Having fun is an important reason ___________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

There are four good reasons _________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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